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GOLF QUOTE
A golf has to train his
swing on the practice tee,
then trust it on the course.
Dr. Bob Rotella

Golf Week has come and gone and we would like to thank everyone who
participated and made this week such a success. The RBC Invitational saw a
new competitive course record of 61 (which stood for 21 years!), shot by the
overall winner, Josh Miller. Josh won the event with a three round score of 198
and won by 8 shots over Kevin Carrigan. Our Ladies' Club Summer Solstice
event might not have set any scoring records, but it sure broke records for fun!
We had the pleasure of hosting over 80 women for a day of golf and great
food. We then hosted over 100 juniors at the Ridge for the Juniorpalooza.
Juniors rolled down hills, bounced around in bouncy castles and played some
golf along the way too.
Quite possibly the biggest success of the week is the cheque we get to write to
the BC Cancer Foundation. Thanks to this year's events and fundraising
efforts, the BC Cancer Foundation will be receiving a cheque for $27,000!
Thank you to everyone who participated in our 2019 Golf Week, we look
forward to seeing you next year!

GARDENS OF THE BAY: The Spring Season
by Emily Pel er, Hor culturalist

With the solstice behind us we are officially into the Dog Days of Summer; the sun is hot, and the days are
dry. For gardeners there is almost a lull during this time. While we are always busy maintaining our gardens,
the heavy work of the spring is finished, and the bounty of late summer is yet to come.
The tough conditions mean that pest outbreak is common this time of year.
Our plants have become established and are able to handle a bit of stress,
but everyone can use a little help now and again. Over the years we have
had great success controlling aphid outbreaks through the introduction of
ladybugs. This method is referred to as a biological control, meaning that we
combat the pest by adding a natural predator to the environment. The
species we release into the gardens, Hippodamia convergens, is native to
North America and therefore is truly a natural predator to aphids and other
soft bodied insects.

The ladybugs are transported in coolers and stored in the fridge, which
encourages them to stay dormant. We release the ladybugs early in the
morning to help the transition from the cool storage into the garden. As they
spread through the space, they can eat up to 50 aphids a day. This might
seem like a small number until you compare it to the 70,000 ladybugs that
we released throughout the property. Ladybugs can cycle through one or
even two generations per year if the conditions are favourable. Last summer
we spotted dozens of ladybug larvae throughout our veggie garden, a very
encouraging sight. The larvae look more like orange alligators than cutesy
story tale characters, but can eat as many or more aphids than the adults.
After a nearly two-week pupal stage the beetles will take on the friendlier
form of a mature ladybug, only to begin the cycle again.

Keep your eye out for all stages of ladybugs in your garden that are protecting your plants from those pesky
aphids!

Emily Peltier
Horticulturalist

THE CORDOVA BAY WORLD GOLF TOUR
October 2019, Northern Ireland with Jim Goddard

A couple of spots remain for our great Northern Ireland Adventure. Depart September 29, return October 8,
along the way we play some fine Irish Links golf including this year's Open Venue, Royal Portrush. 7 rounds,
luxury coach for the week driven by a great host Barry McGuigan and a private house for the week
Contact Jim for more details.

Home for the week

Straight is better than long

Our ride

Castlerock Golf Course - you can stray a bit here!

Portrush #5 - Short is better than long

Jim Goddard
Director of Golf

PRO-SPECTIVE: Juniors at Cordova Bay

by Corey Lowe, PGA of Canada

With summer almost here I wanted to take a few minutes to fill you in on
the interesting topics we've been focusing on with the Junior program at
Cordova Bay. Some of you have probably seen me working with juniors
over the years, so you might have noticed by now that some juniors are
focused on golf, but most are focused on fun. After all, they are still kids!
These kids have a lot of energy and it's our job to teach students as kids,
not adults. Both physical fitness and physical literacy are one of the most
important parts of developing a junior golfer, and we have focused on
implementing that into our junior programs over the last few years.

For our more serious juniors in our CSI Golf Academy, we introduced weekly physical fitness and have had
great success so far. Dr. Ben Stebbins from Tall Tree Integrated Health is a Chiropractor who specializes in
Sports Medicine and physical movement for golfers. He has ensured that our Academy athletes are moving
pain free and stronger through body weight exercises. These athletes have done very well this year winning
the Provincial AAA High School Golf Championship!
For our juniors that are focused on the fun side of golf, we focus more on
physical movement and less of physical fitness. The long term player
development guide put out by Golf Canada shows that the focus for
coaches for junior athletes up to the age of 9 should be based around
movement and motor skills. This is why you will see Coach Tessa with
our junior classes this year, as she has been hired for junior camps as a
Physical Literacy Coach. Her job is to ensure students are building the
foundations of movement, through games, alongside our golf instruction!
This year, when you see a kid rolling down a hill, or throwing a ball at a
tree, you can think about what movement skills they are learning while
having fun at the golf course!

DIAL IN YOUR WEDGES
On Tuesday, July 16th, you are invited to a wedge session put on by Nate Ollis, Brian Hann and Doug
Mahovlic at the Ridge Course from 1-3pm. They will be going over grinds, bounce angle, and wedge
gapping. Registration is open to the first 18 people, the $25 registration fee will include a complimentary

round at the Ridge Course, personal wedge measurement and a tee gift. Register in the Bay Course Pro
Shop!
Click here for more information.

Corey Lowe

PGA of Canada
corey.lowe@cordovabaygolf.com
www.cordovabaygolf.com/lessons

MAINTENANCE UPDATE: A Week to
Remember at Hazel ne Na onal
by Miranda Robinson and Paul Davey

We show up to Hazeltine National for orientation on Sunday evening with a
smile on our face. This is the first professional tournament we have both
volunteered for, and were given the tasks of cutting tees and greens for the
big event. The team, captained by industry leader Chris Trittabaugh,
worked two shifts a day to prepare the property for the KPMG Women's
PGA Championship. Each morning shift consisted of bunker maintenance,
cutting the short grass areas, pin placements (as chosen by the PGA), and
green speed data collection. We were lucky to be part of the group that had
the privilege of touring the course with the data collection team. We learned
many great tidbits of information such as the importance of data collection
when trying to prepare a property to perform consistently through a
weeklong tournament.
After our morning shift, if we were smart, we took a nap! Our evening
shift fluctuated greatly with pace of play, so when the groups were clear of
a certain number of holes in the evening we began our shift. Evening
shifts consisted of ballmark repairs, hand watering, bunker maintenance,
divot repairs, and of course, green speed data collection. Why check
green speeds in the evening you ask? Greens speeds are checked in the
evening to show how the daily growth and speed correlate so that
educated decisions can be made for morning maintenance practices to
achieve the consistent conditions desired.
The days at Hazeltine were long, having our alarms set for 3:40am and returning
from our evening shift between 9:00-10:00pm, but the camaraderie and positivity
from everyone made each day memorable and fun. Our experience was incredible

and we are very grateful to have been given the opportunity to work with some of the
most influential people in the industry. We would like to thank Dean Piller and
Cordova Bay for arranging for us to go, Micah Woods and Charles Granger for
taking us under their turf loving wings and teaching us so much, and last but not
least Chris Tritabaugh for hosting us Canadians at this world class event and
treating us like a couple of their own.

Miranda Robinson and Paul Davey

PRO SHOP UPDATE: The Three Factors of Wedges
by Oskars Pavasars

With the peak of our golf season in full swing, it is a good time of year to take a look inside our golf bags and
evaluate how our equipment has performed. The good, the bad, and where there is room for improvement.
Most will gravitate to looking at their driver or the putter, often considered the two most important "scoring"
clubs in the bag, but there is another set of clubs at the bottom of the bag that are in my opinion the
foundation for saving strokes; the wedges.
Evaluating your own wedges can be quite daunting and most people won't know where to start. This article
is designed to take some of the guesswork out and get you thinking about three factors - gapping, bounce
and grind.
Gapping:
Wedges are scoring clubs that are required to go our prescribed distance.
Wedges compliment your existing 9 iron, pitching wedge, and in most modern
sets, the included approach wedge. Most pitching wedges come between 4447 degrees of loft, while most approach wedges come with 48-50 degrees of
loft. When adding wedges, we want to look for 4-5 degrees of difference in loft
between each wedge. For example, if your pitching wedge is 45 degrees you
would want to look for a 50 degree gap wedge, a 54 degree sand wedge, and
possibly adding a 58 degree specialty lob wedge for those tight lies around the
green.
Bounce:
Wedge bounce is often overcomplicated. Wedge bounce is the angle
created between the leading edge and the lowest point of the sole or trailing
edge. This is the area of the club that hits through the ground as it contacts

the ball. The more bounce we have on our wedge the higher off the turf our
leading edge will be at the point of contact. This may sound like it would
promote the dreaded "thin bullet" but it actually helps promote proper
contact, turf interaction, and spin. With the primarily "softer" conditions we
experience year-round in Victoria, we can all use as much bounce as we
can get, bounce is your friend!

Grind:
If it wasn't too complicated already with lofts and bounce options, we have
to add a third consideration to the mix. Grind refers to the different designs
that wedges come in, specifically the bottom of them. The shape of the
bottom of the wedge is very important as it defines what tendencies a
wedge may have. Some grinds allow players to open the face and add loft
or hit out of the sand, while others help players square up the face and
promote straighter or fuller shots. Every wedge manufacturer has different
names for each grind they offer, but ultimately they serve the same
purpose, to help you achieve the shot you have envisioned!

If you have any questions regarding wedges and how they fit your game, feel free to ask any of our golf
professionals or sign up for our wedge clinic happening July 16th!

Oskars Pavasars
PGA of Canada

BILL MATTICK'S: House and Locally Made
Flavours Added to the Menu
by Grant Soutar, Restaurant Manager

For the past few years our restaurant has been using house made
chutneys, butters and jams in our every day dishes as well as offering
them for sale by the jar. These items are made with produce grown right
here on our property and prepared by our team of chefs under the tutelage
of Executive Chef Walter Gurtner. Whether fresh from the garden or
processed into jams or chutneys, Walter and his crew are creating
spectacular dishes every day with our homegrown fruits and vegetables.

Continuing on the same path, we have added some new food and
beverage options made from local and/or house made ingredients.

The new "Small Plates" menu includes a charcuterie and cheese board featuring some of Chef Walter's
house made salamis and cured meats combined with locally sourced cheeses and house made condiments.
The kiosk offers more of Walter's house made sausages in the form of smokies or bratwursts as an
alternative to hot dogs.
On the beverage side we have added a new specialty cocktail list using local
ingredients like Victoria Spirits Gin, Sheringham Distillery Vodka and Babe's
Honey. Try Sutty's Old Fashioned, named after one of our starters, Geoff
Sutcliffe, or the Empress Bees Knees made with Babes honey, some of
which comes from the hives above our 14th hole.
Our signature cocktail, The Bayberry Jam, is made with Sheringham Vodka
and finished with some of Walter's house blueberry jam. Check out our
Feature Cocktail menu for the complete recipe and the rest of the list.

We hope you enjoy the local and homemade flavours, we will continue to add more whenever possible.

Monthly Wine Pick(s)
Finca Los Primos, 2018 Torrontes, Argentina $12.99 (BCLS)
If you are a fan of wines like Reisling or Muscato, Argentina offers something right
up your alley. Torrontes is an aromatic white wine usually made in the dry style.
Rose petals, peach, ripe grapefruit abound on the nose giving expectations of
sweetness. The palate offers up medium body with fresh acidity and a nice dry
finish.
Try this wine with seafood, especially white and shellfish, or with a fresh salad
topped with chicken breast and fruit vinaigrette.
Santa Julia Reserva Uco Valley, 2017, Malbec, Argentina $16.99 (BCLS)
Decanter magazine gives 93 points to this excellent expression of Argentinian
Malbec. I usually prefer a French Malbec to Argentine especially at this price

point, but the Santa Julia may have won me over to southern hemisphere Malbec.
Deep purple in colour with aromas of plum, blackberry and cassis with a bit of
smoke and some floral notes give way to a juicy palate with velvety mouthfeel,
balanced tannins and a long, clean finish. Reminiscent of Cahors and a higher
price point.
This full-bodied wine will pair nicely with just about any of your grilled meats fresh
off the bbq.

Grant Soutar
Bill Ma ck's Restaurant Manager
We are looking for outstanding people to join our team. If you think you or someone you know
would be a great fit in the pro shop, at the ridge, in the restaurant, at the mini golf or on course,
please have them drop by with a resume or email (noting department of choice) to
info@cordovabaygolf.com.

CANADIAN ANTI-SPAM LEGISLATION
As of July 1, 2014 new legislation was put in place to combat spam marketing and email.
Cordova Bay fully supports this legislation and wants to make sure all of our emails are sent to
those wishing to receive them. We hope you continue to read our newsletter, but if you wish to
unsubscribe we always provide this option in all of our communications. If you have any questions
or concerns please feel free to contact us at info@cordovabaygolf.com.
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